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Bluestem Banjo Mountain Nouveau.dcdFile:

3/16" by 3/8" tall by 1-3/8" nut

1-9/16"

7/8"
11/16" neck thickness (minus fretboard)

5/8"

3/32" overlay

3/16" by 3/8"

Top of headstock 1-3/8" below rim plane 3/16" thick fingerboard
3/16" initial string clearance

Top of rim plane

17-1/2" nut to pot distance for 24-1/2" scale

nut for 24-1/2” scale instrument:

1      1-3/8"

128

531

Size: 6" by 2-1/2"

1 degree heel angle results in fingerboard surface 1/4" below top of rim plane
scooped fingerboard

Flush frets visable on side to 12th fret location

Small side markers at conventional 3rd,5th,7th,10th,12th, and 15th fret locations if desired

4-3/4" by 2-1/2" peghead

by 1-3/4" width

5-1/4" long side length

128

531

4-1/2" long side length Segment for top ring:

by 1-1/2" width

5-1/4" long side length

Segment for layers 2 & 3:

(8 required)

(16 required)

Segment for tone/tension ring: 

(24 required)

by 1-1/2" width

"D" neck profile guide Size: 6" by 2-1/2"
"V" neck profile guide

15/16"

1-3/4"

12" by 2-9/16" overall rim size

Top layer: 12" OD by 10-1/8" ID

3/8" hole for neck adjustment / removal

11/16" h
5/8"w by

Tone ring: 10" OD / 8-3/4" ID by 1-3/4" tall

Middle layers: 12" OD by 10-3/4" ID

Bottom layer: 12" OD by 8-1/2" ID

1/2"

11/16"

10" high crown drum / banjo head

Counterdrill rear 9/32" by 3/8" deep and countersink edge for propeller nut

3/16" hole for #10 X 24 by 3/4" long socket head set screw

89
o

Center to center distance between outer strings is 1-1/8"

2-1/8" by 1/4" ebony bridge with

1/16" string holes on 3/8" centers,

Ebony armrest (optional)

Drill 9/16" holes for violin pegs, ream to fit

12

3

4

5

Easy no-slip stringing:

2. Wrap loose end of string around toward the nut..

3. Feed loose end under the string and...

4. pull upward.

5. Apply tension to string to hold loose end in place

while winding string to pitch.

Bass side shown, reverse for treble side. Tailpiece knot:

1. Feed through tailpiece hole

2

2. Pass under front of string

3. Wrap 3 times around top loop

3

4

4. Pull ends to tighten knot

1

1. Feed string through forward angled tuner hole.

Glue in small steel pad for setscrew to bear upon

Locate bridge center 24-1/2" from face of nut

Alternative gauges if using nylon classical guitar strings:

First string - D'Addario Pro Arte extra hard tension #J4401

Second string - D'Addario Pro Arte extra hard tension #J4402

Third string - D'Addario Pro Arte Composite extra hard tension #J4403C

Fourth string - D'Addario Pro Arte Composite extra hard tension #J4404C

Fifth string - D'Addario Pro Arte extra hard tension #J4401

Drill for screw clearance

Joint between rim halves

Fasten bottom section to top section with eight 2-1/8" by #10X24 screws

Ebony armrest (optional)

Form 2" radius on top surface of tailpiece

#10 X 24 Propeller nut McMaster-Carr 90598A011

#10 X 24 X 3/4" set screw

Fifth string bump out area

located at sixth fret position

to facilitate 4th string slides.

Example tuning: eAEAB (fifth string to first string)

Route or sand 1/8" radius at all outer edges

Flush fret locations measured from

Center to center distance between outer strings 1-7/8"

Drill 1/16" 1/2"

3/4"

1/4"X20 furniture bolt / barrel nut

#10 by 1-1/4" oval head stainless screws

top surface slightly arched.

8 locations for #10 pot assembly screws

8 locations for tone/tension ring hardware (#10 X 24 X 3/4" set screws and propeller nuts)

Locate centerlines 3/8" in from outside edge of rim

Locate centerlines 1/2" in from inside edge of rimNOTE: Neck canted when sanding heel for proper rim fit

so the 3rd string slot is aligned with the pot centerline.

Position tailpiece so the third string will line

up with the center of the neck at the heel.

MAKING A BANJO FRET BOARD

9. Draw a line 1/8" outside and parallel to the fourth string line from the nut to the fourth fret location.

Slot the board before cutting it to shape.

1. Draw a centerline down the entire fret board blank and mark nut and heel positions.

2. Calculate overall string widths at nut and heel by subtracting 1/4" from desired width of the finished neck.

3. Match the distance between 4 TAPERED HORIZONTAL LINES to the desired string width at the nut.

4. Fold the pattern at this line, match centerlines and transfer ALL FIVE string positions to the nut location.

5. Match the distance between 5 TAPERED HORIZONTAL LINES to the desired string width at the heel.

7. Draw a line 1/8" outside and parallel to the first string line.

8. Draw a line outside and parallel to the fifth string line from the fifth fret to the heel end.

10. Form the transition curve between the end points of these lines to create the fifth fret "bump out" area.

11. If a tunneled fifth string will be used, connect a point 1/8" outside the fourth string at the nut 

The centerline drawn on the fret board blank will also indicate the third string position.

6. Fold the pattern at this line, match centerlines at the heel and transfer ALL FIVE string positions.

to the end of the line drawn 1/8" from and parallel to the fifth string.

7/8"

2      2-43/64"

3      3-57/64"

4      5-3/64"

5      6-9/64"

6      7-11/64"

7      8-9/64"

8      9-1/16"

9      9-15/16"

10     10-3/4"

11     11-33/64"

12     12-1/4"

13     12-15/16"

14     13-19/32"

15     14-13/64"

16     14-25/32"

17     15-21/64"

11/16" h
5/8"w by

Plug 1/2" diameter prop nut recesses

Counterbore 1/2" by 1/4" deep, may be plugged after assembly

Counterbore 1/2" by 1/4" deep

Counterbore 9/32" for prop nut barrel

Preferred shape

NOTE:

1-13/16" 2"

NOTE: The pattern below can be duplicated on paper to use as a string layout guide.

(Flat head stud rivet McMaster-Carr 97032A173)

by 2-1/2" width

5-1/4" long side length

Segment for bottom ring:

(8 required)

DEALING WITH THE WACKY GEOMETRY OF THE 5 STRING BANJO

Pot centerline

New neck centerline location (displaced approximately 1/4" from pot centerline at peghead end)

1-3/4" to 1-7/8" string spacing

The midpoints of the nut and heel ends of the fret board are positioned on the neck blank centerline so the board

With the neck heel center positioned on the pot centerline, the entire neck is "rotated"

The third and fifth fret position markers are moved slightly toward the third string "centerline" of the fret board

to minimise the inlays as appearing to be "off-center" of the third string path.

slightly clockwise to place the third string nut slot directly over the pot centerline.

Mounting the neck to the pot:

Adding the fret board to the neck blank:

Fret board position marker location:

and the neck laminations will appear as being symmetrical.

"Rotate" neck mounting so third string path is located on pot centerline.

Bluestem Banjo Neck Geometry.dcd

This is accomplished with the angle of the heel profile cut.

25-1/2" scale19" by 2"

Fret slots:

The fret slots (and nut) should ideally be perpendicular to the THIRD STRING path.

Please visit Bluestemstrings.com for additional tips on banjo construction.

" My tape measure looks like this, how do I measure to a 64th inch?"

1 2 3
1/16ths

Split the distance between the 16th inch divisions for 32nd inch measurements, example 1-13/32"

Split this "visualized" 1/32" distance again for 64th inch measurements, example 1-25/64"

(revision: 1/17/14)

Alternatively, small washer can be glued in hole

36" X 20" border

(Tee nut can be alternatively used)

(Only 1 of 8 shown for clarity)

Grover Perma-tension

if desired.

peg can be substituted
or other type of friction

and add a tapered hole at the transition

area between the fourth and fifth fret.

Extend long portion of neck to the point

indicated by the dashed line on drawing

Bridge Details

3" by 3/4" by 3/16" pre-shaped bridge stock

Taper feet to match head deformation

1-7/8" string centers

"V" notches assure buzz-free string slots

Sides taper upward to 3/32" top thickness

Simple inlay (if desired)

Suggested strings: Aquila Nylgut classicals


